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Abstract: IP telephony have played an essential role during the COVID 19 pandemic 

lockdown. One of the issues that lower the service level of the IP telephony solutions 

is the inefficient bandwidth exploitation. This paper proposes a Smallerize/Zeroize 

(SmlZr) method to enhance bandwidth exploitation. The SmlZr method is explicitly 

designed for the P2P IP telephony calls over IPv6 networks. The essence concept of 

the proposed method is to use the unnecessary fields in the header to keep the voice 

media of the packet. Doing so leads to smallerize or zeroize the packet payload and, 

thus, enhance the bandwidth exploitation. The SmlZr method has outperformed the 

RTP method for all the comparison parameters. For instance, the SmlZr method 

shrinks the bandwidth by 25% compared to the RTP protocol. Bandwidth saving is 

helpful for P2P IP telephony calls because it alleviates the traffic load. Thus, improve 

the call capacity boosts the call clarity. 

Keywords: IP telephony, bandwidth exploitation, voice codec, IPv6. 

1. Introduction 

In the first half of 2020, the COVID 19 pandemic has forced a lockdown in most 

countries worldwide. Many sectors have changed to virtual communications, 

including on-site businesses and educations, to keep functioning [1, 2]. Video 

conferencing, real-time online education, and IP telephony (i.e., VoIP) have become 

essential solutions in organizations and personal lives. The forecasting for IP 

telephony solutions is to have 3 billion users in 2021 [3]. One of the vital reasons 

behind spreading IP telephony is the significantly lesser price or free calls. 

Accordingly, the performance of the IP telephony solutions should be risen to reach 

the user's satisfaction level. Bandwidth exploitation of IP telephony networks is one 

of the issues that should be discussed to raise the level of IP telephony performance. 
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Improving bandwidth exploitation also impacts on the clarity of the IP telephony calls 

[4]. 

Typically, two principal stages are carried out to establish a call when using IP 

telephony solutions [5]. The principal stage requires that one side of the call starts a 

call with another side of the call to confirm one another and concur upon specific 

parameters needed to settle on an effective IP telephony call, including the utilized 

IP telephony codec. To accomplish this, IP telephony solutions utilize signalling 

protocols [5, 6]. SIP is the prevailing signalling protocol because of its effortlessness, 

adaptability, extensibility, and particular highlights that enhance IP telephony 

solutions [7, 8]. In the subsequent stage, after establishing the call, the media speech 

information starts moving between the two parties of the call. IP telephony systems 

utilize media transport protocols such as the RTP protocol [5, 9]. 

IP telephony systems encapsulate the speech media by RTP, UDP, and 

IPv4/IPv6 protocols. The size of the RTP, UDP, and IPv4/IPv6 protocols is 12-byte, 

8-byte, 20/40-byte, respectively. While the size of the speech media produced by the 

IP telephony codec is between 10-byte and 30-byte. Clearly, the size of the three 

protocols (RTP, UDP, and IPv4/IPv6) is considerably larger compared to the speech 

media samples. IP telephony systems are sometimes encapsulated and several speech 

samples may be in one packet’s payload. However, the encapsulated samples do not 

exceed a certain size to avoid increasing the packetization delay and, thus, reduce the 

call clarity [10, 11]. Table 1 shows the default speech sample size along with the 

typical packet payload for the well-known codecs. Still, in the three protocols the 

packet headers are significant compared to the packet payload (multiple samples). 

Table 2 shows the bandwidth consumed by the packet header compared to the packet 

payload in IPv6 networks. The bandwidth consumed by the packet header is 

calculated by dividing the header size on the total packet size. [10, 12, 13]. As we can 

see, the wasted bandwidth when using the IPv6 protocol is considerably large. 

Table 1. Speech codecs 

Codec Speech Sample Size Typical Payload Size Mean Opinion Score 

G.729 10 20 4.1 

G.728 10 60 3.61 

G.723.1 20 20 3.8 

G.726 20 80 3.85 

 

Table 2. Consumed bandwidth by packet header 

Codec Common Payload Size Packet Size Header Consumed Bandwidth 

G.729 20 80 (80 – 20) / 80 = 75.0% 

G.728 60 120 (120 – 60) / 120 =50.0% 

G.723.1 20 80 (80 – 20) / 80 =75.0% 

G.726 80 140 (140 – 80) / 140 =42.9% 

 

The main reason for the large header is that the RTP protocol contains the 

necessary information to convey data for all types of real-time applications, including 
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video conferencing, webcasting, and IP telephony applications [14, 15]. Besides, the 

UDP and IPv6 protocols contain the necessary information to convey data for all 

applications that run over IP networks [16]. Therefore, a considerable part of the 

RTP/UDP/IPv6 information is extra for the IP telephony applications [17-19]. This 

paper will analyze the information in the RTP/UDP/IPv6 protocols to find extra 

information for IP telephony applications. This paper mainly concerns the point-to-

point (P2P) IP telephony calls (the calls between only two clients) over IPv6 

networks. All information in the RTP/UDP/IPv6 protocols that are extra for P2P calls 

will enhance bandwidth exploitation. In fact, the fields of the extra information in the 

RTP/UDP/IPv6 protocols will be exploited to carry the speech media. This will 

smallerize or zeroize the packet payload and, thus, enhance the bandwidth 

exploitation of IP telephony solutions. 

This paper is organized in five sections. Section 2 analyses the key approaches 

related to bandwidth exploitation of IP telephony. Section 3 discusses the main idea 

of the proposed method and its main modules. Section 4 evaluates the proposed 

method current protocols that are used to carry the real-time voice media. Section 5 

summarizes the finding of this study. 

2. Related works 

Methods for enhancing the bandwidth exploitation of IP telephony can be divided 

into two groups according to their primary working mechanism. Namely, the packet 

multiplexing group and header compression group. As stated, each IP telephony 

packet contains a sizable header that drains the bandwidth. Therefore, the packet 

multiplexing methods pack several IP telephony packets in one header. The common 

property among the packed packets is that they share one traveling route to the 

destination. Accordingly, the packet multiplexing methods will highly alleviate 

draining the bandwidth by the IP telephony packet header. Packing more packets in 

one header gives better bandwidth exploitation. However, the number of the packed 

packets is constrained by several parameters such as the maximum transmission unit, 

allowable IP telephony delay, and other parameters that might impact the clarity of 

the call. A considerable number of methods have been designed under the packet 

multiplexing group. Each of which has been designed to work in certain 

environments and use different parameters to control the packed packets’ number 

[20-25]. For instance, S. S e y t n a z a r o v  and K. Y o u n g-T a k  [20] have designed 

a multiplexing method for IEEE 802.11n wireless networks. The method works at 

layer 2 of the OSI model, in which the IP telephony frames are multiplexed in one 

Aggregation MAC Protocol Data Unit (A-MPDU). If one of the frames within the  

(A-MPDU) has been corrupted, only the corrupted frame is sent again. In addition, 

the method controls the size of the multiplexed frames based on the channel load, the 

reported delay from the RTP/RTCP protocols, buffering delay, 150 ms delay, and the 

average delay to access the medium. Besides, a specified access category is used to 

cluster the IP telephony frames. The simulation result has shown that the method is 

providing better performance than the comparable methods. For instance, the 

performance has been improved by 160% than the comparable methods in the tested 
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scenarios. Nevertheless, the multiplexing group suffers from several handicaps. First, 

the packets from different sessions are multiplexed in a single chunk. The 

multiplexed packets will have the same service while going on the network. As a 

matter of fact, some sessions should have better service than other sessions. Second, 

IP telephony applications use specific mechanisms to conceal the lost packet and 

improve call clarity. The concealment mechanisms are effective with the typical 

small IP telephony packets. However, the concealment mechanisms will not be 

effective with a large chunk of several packets. Thus, the lost packet will not be 

concealed, and the call clarity will be degraded. Third, multiplexing more packets in 

one chunk will give a better bandwidth exploitation efficiency. In case of a small 

number of sessions, the packets should wait in the buffer until enough packets arrived 

to be multiplexed. In addition, the multiplexing process itself takes time depending 

on the utilized method. Therefore, the waiting time in the buffer along with the 

multiplexing process time will force some delay and, thus, impact on the call clarity. 

Finally, the multiplexing process consumes the resources of the multiplexing device 

[4, 26, 27, 28]. 
The second group to handle the sizable header of the IP telephony packets is 

header compression. In general, the header compression methods utilize two main 

features in the IP telephony packets to alleviate the header size. The first feature is 

based on the “no change” fields in the header, and the other one is based on the 

steadily increasing fields. These two features have compressed the header into 4-byte 

when activating the Checksum field or 2 bytes when disabling the Checksum field 

[25, 29, 30]. The Robust Header Compression (RoHC) is a variant of the traditional 

header compression approach, which is more suitable for specific IP telephony 

applications [19]. P e d r o  F o r t u n a  and M a n u e l  R i c a r d o  [31] have designed 

a model to investigate the performance of RoHC when running IP telephony over 

802.11 channels. The RoHC U-mode has been chosen in the design model. Besides, 

a new element called RoHCGain has been suggested to measure the amount of 

additional bandwidth other streams can utilize due to the use of RoHC with IP 

telephony traffic. The investigation results showed that RoHC is applicable only 

when 802.11 links are congested or transferring greedy flows [19, 31]. Regardless of 

the utilized method, the header compression group suffers from several handicaps as 

well. First, the header compression methods are not working well in high packet loss 

or long round trip time. Second, header compression contains many complex 

operations at the compression and decompression devices. These operations 

overwhelm the compression/decompression devices and waste their resources. In 

addition, performing the compression/decompression operations on the packet will 

impose a new source of delay on IP telephony applications [30-33]. 

Apart from packet multiplexing and header compression groups, the researchers 

have proposed to replace the current IP telephony transport protocol with a new 

dedicated one [9,18]. One of the prominent transport protocols for IP telephony calls 

is the Inter-Asterisk Exchange (IAX) protocol. One of the design goals of the IAX is 

to alleviate the drained bandwidth from the dominating RTP IP telephony transport 

protocol. The IAX protocol imposes a 4-byte header to the IP telephony packet, while 

the RTP imposes a 12-byte. Therefore, the bandwidth drained by the header has been 
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reduced by 13.3% when utilizing IAX in place of RTP, assuming the IPv6 protocol 

is used. Though 13.3 % is a good saving of the bandwidth, the IP telephony packet 

header is still draining plenty of bandwidth when using the IAX protocol. For 

instance, assume the G.728 codec is used with a standard packet payload, as shown 

in Table 1. Then, the IP telephony packet header consumes 46.4% when using the 

IAX/UDP/IPv6 header. More importantly, the IAX protocol is designed to be a 

signalling and media transfer protocol by itself. In other words, the IAX protocol is 

not compatible with the dominating signalling protocol, namely SIP and H.323. 

Therefore, the chances of deploying the IAX protocol in IP telephony solutions are 

limited [18, 30, 34]. 

In summary, the packet multiplexing and header compression approaches are 

achieving good bandwidth exploitation for IP telephony solutions. However, as 

stated, they impose many problems and are not suitable for many scenarios and 

environments. Though IAX solves some packet multiplexing and header 

compression problems: i) the wasted bandwidth when using IAX is unacceptable, and 

ii) the spreading of the IAX protocol is minimal. Accordingly, a new approach will 

emerge in this paper to handle the bandwidth exploitation problem of IP telephony 

solutions. The new approach should be workable with current standards protocols. In 

addition, it should exploit the bandwidth of IP telephony systems while handling or 

at least alleviating the problems of the packet multiplexing approach and header 

compression approach. The new approach will be designed specifically for the P2P 

IP telephony calls over IPv6 networks. The fields of the extra information in the 

header will be exploited to carry the speech media. Thus, the packet payload will be 

smallerized or zeroized and, thus, the bandwidth exploitation will be enhanced. The 

new approach, called Smallerize/Zeroize (SmlZr), will be discussed in the next 

section in detail. 

3. Smallerize/Zeroize (SmlZr) method 

The purpose of building the SmlZr method is to enhance the bandwidth exploitation 

of P2P IP telephony calls over IPv6 networks. The SmlZr method is assumed to be 

deployed at the IP telephony user agent (UA) such as KPhone. The SmlZr method 

includes a module that works at the sender UA (called Sender SmlZr [SmlZr-S] 

module), and another one works at the receiver UA (called Receiver SmlZr  

[SmlZr-R] module). After creating the IP telephony packet, the SmlZr-S module will 

interfere with moving the packet payload (speech media) to the extra fields in the 

packet header (RTP/UDP/IPv6 protocols). The detail of the SmlZr-S module is 

discussed in Section 3.2. The extra fields are addressed in Section 3.1. Upon arriving 

at the SmlZr-R, the speech media will be extracted from the header of the IP 

telephony packet and placed in the packet payload. The detail of the SmlZr-R module 

is discussed in Section 3.3. The proposed SmlZr method is independent from the type 

of the network because it is deployed at the UA. Fig. 1 shows a scenario at which the 

SmlZr method could be implemented. 
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Fig. 1. SmlZr method topology 

3.1. Analyzing the RTP/UDP/IPv6 fields 

The primary source of the drained bandwidth in IP telephony is the large 

RTP/UDP/IPv6 header of the packets. As stated, most of these fields are extra for the 

P2P IP telephony calls. This section will analyze the RTP/UDP/IPv6 header to find 

the extra fields. The SmlZr method will use the extra fields to carry the speech media 

of the IP telephony packet. 

The first header of the IP telephony packet is the IPv6, which is used with all 

applications in the IP-based networks. The Source IPv6 (SIPv6) address information 

is not needed by IP telephony applications because IP telephony applications are not 

“request/response” applications [16, 35]. In fact, the call ends knew the IPv6 address 

of each other during the call setup. While making the conversation, the IP telephony 

packet is transmitted to the already known IPv6 of the destination, not as a reply to 

the received packets [30, 36]. Therefore, the field that carries the SrcIPv6 address 

information is extra for the P2P IP telephony calls. The information in the Next 

Header (NH) field is necessary to identify the upper-layer protocol with all 

applications, including IP telephony. However, the upper layer protocol in IP 

telephony is always UDP with the value 17 in the NH field [30, 36]. Therefore, 

SmlZr-S module can use the NH field to keep the voice media, and the SmlZr-R 

module can set back the NH field to 17 upon receiving the packet.  

The second header of the IP telephony packet is the UDP, which is used with 

many applications in IP-based networks. The Source Port (SP) information is not 

needed by IP telephony applications for the same reasons as the SIPv6 address. In 

fact, the SP field is optional, and it can be disabled by many applications, including 

IP telephony. The Checksum (Ch) field is also optional, and it can be disabled by 

many applications, including IP telephony. The Length (Ln) field information is 

necessary to determine length of the layer 4 segment, including the UDP header. 

However, the Ln field is equal to the Payload Length field in the IPv6 header in case 

of IP telephony. Therefore, SmlZr-S module can use the Ln field to keep the voice 

media, and the SmlZr-R module set back the Ln field based on the value of the 

Payload Length [16, 30, 35, 37]. 

The third header of the IP telephony packet is the RT. The RTP header contains 

the necessary information for various types of real-time multimedia applications in 

IP-based networks. In P2P IP telephony calls, not all the information in the RTP 
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header is essential. The information in the Synchronization Source (SSRC) field is 

used to identify the source. The SSRC assists in fixing the conflict when the initial 

value of the sequence number is the same for two sources. However, there is one 

source in the case of P2P calls [15, 17, 30]. Thus, the SSRC field is extra and can be 

used to carry the voice media of the IP telephony packets. 

Only the fields that can be used to carry the voice media are discussed above. 

All the other information in the RTP/UDP/IPv6 headers is needed to convey the P2P 

call packets in different network types and with various UA applications. 

Accordingly, the SIPv6, NH, SP, Ch, Ln, and SSRC fields can be utilized by the 

SmlZr to carry the voice payload of the P2P calls packets. The total size of these 

fields is 27-byte. Therefore, the SmlZr method will smallerize or zeroize the payload 

of the P2P calls packets and, thus, improve the bandwidth exploitation. 

3.2. The SmlZr-S module 

 
Fig. 2. SmlZr-S module operations 

The primary purpose of the SmlZr-S module is to move the voice media (up to  

27-byte) of a packet into the packet header. The function performed by SmlZr-S 

module goes through several steps, as shown in Fig. 2. In Step2, if the voice media is 

greater than 27-byte, then the residual voice media is kept as a packet payload. For 

instance, the typical packet payload when using the G.728 codec is 60-byte. 

Therefore, the residual voice media is 33-byte (60 – 27 = 33) as a packet payload. In 

Step3, the “Payload Length” field in the IPv6 header is updated because the size of 

the voice media encapsulated in the packet has been shortened. Therefore, the 

“Payload Length” must have the new size of the payload in order to process the packet 

correctly by the network devices. Fig. 3 shows the process of updating the “Payload 

Length” field.    

 
Fig. 3. Updating the “Payload Length” field 

SmlZr-S Module →  Updates the  Payload Length  

  1 //Lvm: is the length of the voice media //Integer
  2 //20: is 12-byte RTP + 8-byte UDP
  3 //27: is the size of the extra fields in the header
 
  4 If Lvm > 27 Then
  5    Payload Length = 12 (RTP) + 8 (UDP) + (Lvm - 27)
  6 else
  7    Payload Length = 12 (RTP) + 8 (UDP)
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3.3. The SmlZr-R module 

The primary purpose of the SmlZr-R module is to move the voice media from the 

packet header into the packet payload. The function performed by SmlZr-R module 

goes through several steps, as shown in Fig. 4. In Step1, the SmlZr-R should checks 

the size of the voice media to extract the exact voice media from the packet header, 

as shown in Fig. 5. The size of the voice media is negotiated during the call setup 

based on the used codec (discussed in Section1). In Step3, the “Payload Length”, NH, 

Ch, Ln fields are updated. The “Payload Length” = is equal to the voice media length 

plus 20-byte (RTP/UDP), NH is equal to 17, Ch is equal to zero, and Ln is equal to 

“Payload Length”. The Ch field is set to zero to avoid misinterpretation by the UA. 

The SIPv6 and SP fields are simply ignored because they are not needed by the UA 

to process the packet correctly. 

 

 
Fig. 4. SmlZr-R module operations 

 
Fig. 5. Extract the voice media 

4. The SmlZr performance evaluation 

This section evaluates the success of the proposed SmlZr method. The SmlZr method 

has been evaluated against to the IAX/UDP/IPv6 method (IAX protocol) and the 

common RTP/UDP/IPv6 method (RTP protocol) of conveying the IP telephony 

traffic. The SmlZr method, IAX protocol, and the RTP protocol have been compared 

in three criteria, namely, the call capacity, saved bandwidth ratio, and buffer 

Extract the voice media from the packet header.Step1:

Place the voice media as a packet payload or combine it with the packet 
payload (If any).

Update the  Payload Length , NH, Ch, and Ln fields.

De-encapsulate the packet as a normal IP telephony packet.

Step2:

Step3:

Step4:

SmlZr-R Module →  Extract the Voice Media 

 1 //Lvm: is the length of the voice media // Integer
 2 //27: is the size of the extra fields in the header // Integer
 3 //Vm: is voice media stored in the header // String
 4 //Lvmh: is the length of the voice media stored in the header // Integer

 5 If Lvm > 27 Then {
 6    Lvmh = Lvm – 27
 7 else 
 8    Lvmh = Lvm
 9 }
10 Vm = extract Lvmh byte from the extra fields of the header
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utilization enhancement. To make a reasonable comparison, each of these three 

criteria has been tested with three different codecs, G.726 G.728, and G.723.1. 

4.1. Call capacity 

This section evaluates the call capacity of the proposed SmlZr method against to the 

IAX protocol and RTP protocol. The call capacity has been evaluated at various link 

bandwidths from 100 kbps to 1000 kbps. Figs 6, 7, 8 present the call capacity of the 

SmlZr method against that of the IAX protocol and RTP protocol using G.726 G.728, 

and G.723.1, respectively. Clearly, with the three codecs, the proposed SmlZr method 

outperformed the IAX and RTP protocols. For instance, the call capacity is 31, 33, 

and 40 when running the IAX protocol, RTP protocol, and SmlZr method, 

respectively (Assuming G.728 codec at 1000kbps bandwidth). Clearly, this 

improvement in call capacity is keeping up to 27-byte of the voice media in the packet 

header. Additionally, the change in the call capacity between the SmlZr method, IAX 

protocol, and RTP protocol differs from one codec to another. This is because the 

ratio of the voice media in the packet header to the full packet size varies when 

diverse codecs are utilized. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Call capacity (G.726) 

 

 

Fig. 7. Call capacity (G.728) 
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Fig. 8. Call capacity (G.723.1) 

4.2. Saved bandwidth ratio 

This section evaluates the saved bandwidth ratio of the proposed SmlZr method 

against to the IAX protocol RTP protocol. Fig. 9 presents the saved bandwidth ratio 

when utilizing the SmlZr method against the IAX protocol and RTP protocol, based 

on the call capacity, with the three codecs. Using the SmlZr method, the saved 

bandwidth ratio surpasses that of the IAX protocol and RTP protocol with the three 

codecs. For instance, the proposed SmlZr method saves the bandwidth by 25% 

compared to the RTP protocol, while the IAX protocol saves the bandwidth by 10% 

only (Assuming G.723.1 codec). Clearly, the cause of this improvement in saved 

bandwidth ratio is keeping up to 27-byte of the voice media in the packet header. 

Additionally, the change in the call capacity between the SmlZr method, IAX 

protocol, and RTP protocol differs from one codec to another. This is because the 

ratio of the voice media in the packet header to the full packet size varies when 

diverse codecs are utilized. 

 
Fig. 9. Saved bandwidth ratio 

4.3. Buffer utilization enhancement  

This section examines the buffer utilization enhancement of the proposed SmlZr 

method contrary to the IAX protocol RTP protocol, with the G.726 G.728, and 

G.723.1 codecs. When the quantity of received traffic is more than the buffer size, 

then the received traffic is lost. Thus, the loss ratio and the delay are rises. Equation 

(1) can be utilized to find the quantity of received traffic the buffer can keep 
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where Bs is the buffer capacity in a packet, is the buffer size in bytes and Pktl is the 

packet length in byte. Equations (2) and (3) can be utilized to find the buffer 

utilization enhancement ratio when running the proposed SmlZr method against RTP 

and IAX protocols, respectively 

(2)  RTP Improvement % =  
SmlZrbc− RTPbc

RTPbc
∗ 100%, 

(3)  IAX Improvement % =  
SmlZrbc−IAXbc

IAXbc
∗ 100%, 

where SmlZrbc is the SmlZr method buffer capacity in a packet, IAXbc is the IAX 

protocol buffer capacity in a packet, RTPbc is the RTP protocol buffer capacity in a 

packet. For instance, assuming that the buffer capacity is 1000 bytes, and utilizing 

Equations (1), (2), and (3). Fig. 10 presents that the SmlZr method improves the 

buffer utilization over IAX protocol and RTP protocol with G.726, G.728, and 

G.723.1 codecs. For instance, the SmlZr method enhances the buffer utilization by 

33.3% compared to the RTP protocol, while the IAX protocol enhances the buffer 

utilization by 11.1% only (Assuming G.723.1 codec). This leads to less packet loss 

and delay and boosts call clarity. The reason behind this enhancement is the same as 

the saved bandwidth ratio in Section 4. Additionally, the change in the enhancement 

of buffer utilization ratio between the SmlZr, IAX protocol, and RTP protocol differs 

from one codec to another, for the same reasons of the saved bandwidth ratio, in 

Section 4. 

 
Fig. 10. Buffer utilization enhancement 

5. Conclusion 
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networks when running P2P calls. The SmlZr method saves the bandwidth by 
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modules (SmlZr-S and SmlZr-R modules) are implemented at the UA, with no 

change required to the network devices. Accordingly, The SmlZr method is entirely 

compatible with existing IP telephony solutions and network devices and can be 

readily deployed.  
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